The media was directly affected by the military coup in the 12th of September 1980 like the other institutions in Turkey. The thrust and censorship against media coerced media professionals to look for other gateways to assure their foundations standing. After 12 September some revolutions emerged in media the media and readers contest to fact of being magazinel.

In the first chapter, we studied about concepts of the media and politics and interaction of media and politics. In this chapter, means of mass communication and connection of politics and media are held.

In the second chapter of our study, we worked on magazine media and political dimensions. In this part, social, cultural and economic effects of magazine media and political effects of magazine media are analysed.

In the third chapter, the 1980 military coup and media in Turkey are analysed. The attitude of media against military coup, military thrust against to media and going magazinel of media after the september of 12.

The study has been formed by searching of literatures.
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